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Long-term SJSU employees to be honored
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with
summer
traveling
lessons.
"Quoth
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Raven"

asks why
basic first
aid training
isn’t
required by
the
university.
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Downtown San Jose gets
a new club that plays
goth, industrial, 80s
synth -pop and new wave
music. the Arts and
Entertainment page
explores the new find.
- Page 3

SPORTS

The San Jose Giants
were scorched by the
Bakersfield Blaze in a
17-9 game at Municipal
Stadium on Sunday in a
best of five playoff
series.
- Page 6
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Annual service recognition
awards advance
Dedicated is one way to
describe a 35- or 40- year employee of any job.
San Jose State University
employees with 15 to 40 years of
service are also appreciated, and
the 34th Annual Service Recognition Awards is an opportunity to
thank them. The recognition
awards event is scheduled to take
place at the Student Union’s Barrett Ballroom beginning at noon
on Oct. 4.
"These people have put in big
chunks of their lives helping students," said Suzanne Sundholm,
voluntary programs and advance

coordinator.
Unlike faculty, service workers
don’t always interact with students.
"This is a good experience for
students to come to see who
works behind the scenes," Sundholm said.
Louie Schallberger is slated to
be recognized for his 35 years of
dedicated service to SJSU.
Schallberger has had a variety
of responsibilities during the
course of the years.
He currently works in the
mechanical and aerospace engineering department as a equipment technician.
"I have felt appreciated over
the years," Schallberger said.
"This has been a challenging
position, you always have to

"These people
have put in big
chunks of their
lives helping students"
- Suzanne Sundholm,
voluntary programs and advance
coordinator
learn. You can’t remain stagnant."
Dora Ozawa, who works in
Admissions and Records, is
scheduled to be recognized for 25
years of service.
"The variety of my job has

By Lisa Butt
DAILY STAFF WRITER
The grunts that can be heard
from the Engineering building
aren’t necessarily those of disgruntled engineering students.
The grunts aren’t results of frustration though, rather a chant out
of respect. This is just one example
of how the members of the Reserve
Officer Training Corps. (ROTC)
sets itself aside from many organizations and departments on campus.
ROTC meets in the Engineering
building on Thursday afternoons
for a class called leadership laboratory.
The most visible example of
ROTC members are the uniforms
they wear on days they have aerospace studies classes.
"People have come up and asked
me about it," said sophomore Eric
Wong, "but no one has looked at me
funny."
The jargon is also a clear distinction of the ROTC.
Students are referred to as
cadets and a group of professors
are called cadre.
The atmosphere in the aerospace studies classes, which are
requirements of ROTC, is also different from other typical college
classes.
Cadets sit at the front of the
class instead of being scattered
around the room. They bend their
see ROTC, Page 4

.laShong King Daily Staff
Brian Loftus, right, talks to Nathan Knudson, center, a member of the Precision Drill Unit of San Jose State University’s Air Force
ROTC on the first day of their leadership lab. Craig Holladay, left, is one of the flagbearers in the unit.

Research Institute to help students, staff
By Fernando F. Croce
DAILY STAFF WRITER
A new San Jose State University organ is in the works aims to
bridge students and faculty within the research field.
The Survey and Policy
Research
Institute,
first
announced at the beginning of
the year, is almost at its closing
stages this semester, said Marshall Goodman, the university’s
provost and vice president of academic arts.
The institute’s aim, Goodman
said, is to support quality student
training in the fields of survey
analysis, giving students and faculty the opportunity to take
courses in computer technology,
software usage, programming

and data usage.
According to Goodman, it’s a
program that would appeal to
students and staff from such
diverse entities as business, mass
communications and journalism,
among others.
Robert Cooper, associate dean
of the College of Social Sciences,
said the institute would provide a
place for faculty and students to
conduct research, as well as function as an employment site for
students.
"The positions would be academically related, yet also useful for
students looking for working
hours in between classes," he
said.
Another long-run aspect of the
program, Cooper said, is to generate revenue for the university

Opposing Views debates
whether affirmative
action is needed to boost
the hiring of women and
minorities in the
workplace.

through clients looking for private research opportunities.
The core of the project would
be the Cady, a computer laboratory where access to survey information, skills and tools would be
readily available, Goodman said.
Experiencing surveys for
themselves rather than studying
them second-hand will result in
richer insights and a concretization of theoretical terms, Goodman said.
"It’s one thing to read about
this information," Goodman said.
"It’s something else to get down
and get your hands dirty with it."
Though nearing its end, the
project still has some ground to
conquer.
"We’re still trying to organize
see RESEARCH, Page 4
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"I have mixed feelings," Schallgerger said about the awards ceremony. "I’m looking forward to
retirement."
Ozawa said it will be nice to be
acknowledged.
Tickets will be on sale until
Sept. 21 at the Business Operations Center in Modular B. The
event is wheelchair accessible.
Students and faculty interested in attending should make a
$20 check payable to SJSU.
The cost of the ticket covers a
lunch, which will include salad, a
choice of vegetarian pasta, crab
cakes, medallions of beef dressed
in pomegranate cabernet, and a
strawberry margarita cheesecake
for dessert.
For more information, contact
Suzanne Sundholm at 924-2283.

ROTC offers different perspective

Beethoven Center gives SJSU a look
COMING
WEDNESDAY into the life of the famous composer

Sparta Guide

been extensive, but working with
students has been the most
rewarding part," Ozawa said.
Since working in Admissions
and Records, Ozawa said she has
gotten to see students from their
first steps on the SJSU campus
all the way through to when they
graduate and return for transcripts or other paperwork.
The recognition awards will
honor five-year-milestones of service starting from fifteen years
up to forty years. Sundholm has
arranged gifts for each level of
service.
"I admire the employees so
much," Sundholm said. "It’s
important to be acknowledged."
The event is also a time for
some to contemplate their work
at SJSU.

Omar ornelas Daily Staff
Erik Siverson tunes an 1827 forteplano in the Ira F. Brilliant
Center for Beethoven Studies at San Jose State University. Personal
items of Beethoven are displayed at the center.

The Ira F Brilliant Center for
Beethoven Studies is a littleknown resource for students who
wish to study Ludwig van
Beethoven.
The center is the largest collection of Beethoven’s works and
manuscripts in North America,
said Dr. Bill Meredith, director of
the center.
"We are a Beethoven center
for the whole country, but we like
to do things for students at San
Jose State University," Meredith
said.
The center was developed in
1983 and opened in September1985 after Ira F. Brilliant
donated his collection to the university. The center is currently
located in the modular buildings
by the ATMs.
Brilliant donated his vast col
see CENTER, PAge 4

Student to work
as intern in D.C.
May 1.
With an essay attached, the
application looks at a stuCraig Murphy hasn’t grad- dent’s GPA, and past internuated yet, but he’s leaving San ships. The process is completJose State University anyway. ed with an interview.
"At first I was nervous,"
Murphy has been awarded
an internship scholarship to Murphy said, "but when the
Washington, D.C., by the polit- interview started up I relaxed.
It was only 20 or 30 minutes,
ical science department.
The scholarship, given and then it was over."
annually, is the Panetta InstiRucker said that Murphy
tute Congressional Internship. had all the requirements to
formed by former congress- qualify, especially as a double
man Leon Panetta an SJSU
major in political science and
graduate.
broadcast journalism.
Bob Rucker III, professor of
Christensen said being a
broadcast journalism, said it’s political science major is not
a well known and prestigious required for the political science internship.
award.
The internship is valued at
"Anybody, with any major
about $10,000 and pays for can apply for the scholarship,"
travel fees, room and board, Christensen said.
Christensen said the recipisupplies and some spending
ent of the scholarship is
money.
The selection committee for allowed to choose the conthe scholarship takes one per- gressman he or she wants to
son from each California State work under. There is no guarantee, however, that the pick
University.
According to the selection will be honored.
So far,Murphy said he has
committee. Murphy was chosen from SJSU on the basis of three candidates in mind for
meeting above and beyond the his internship, all of whom are
requirement" for the scholar- Republican congressmen from
ship. Each campus has its own southern California.
Narrowing it down to two,
selection committee for the
Murphy said that he would
scholarship.
"Among other investiga- like to work with either Rep.
tions Murphy did very well in Christopher Cox or Rep. David
the interview for the scholar- Dreier.
According to Murphy, his
ship," said Terry Christensen a
political science professor, who selections are not willy-nilly,
but based on the fact that both
interviewed Murphy.
"He’s a good writer and had congressmen have a lot of
good standing academically," influence in their spheres of
leadership.
Christensen said.
R-Newport
Cox,
Rep,
The selection for the award
Beach, is significant in several
process,
beginis a thorough
ning with the application due
seeINTERN. Page
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Traveling 101:’There’s no place like home’

Editorial
Packed rooms cry
for project revisions
more students cramming into residence
With
halls that resemble prison cells, UniversityHousing Services has yet to come up with a
solution
So, how does the housing office deal with the problem
of lack of space?
Triple up the number of people in a room and let
them pay less.
Sure, sounds like a good idea, but is it really a solution or just an addition W the problem?
The housing office manipulates and exploits the
ignorance of freshmen and new students by stating in
printed documents that students actually like tripling
up because of the cost difference.
After talking with students who have had the socalled pleasure of living with two, three, four, or five
other people, the Spartan Daily has learned that it’s
not all it’s cracked up to be.
Many students don’t like the confined enclosures of
a small room that’s made for only two people.
Many students don’t like the fact that now they have to
sleep and work around more than one person’s schedule.
Many students don’t like the smell of numerous bodies in one space on a hot spring day
Here’s an idea: How about building more residence
halls?
Oh, wait, haven’t they been talking about that for
the past year or so?
More residence halls are slated to be completed in
2008,
Let’s review.
The old Admissions and Records building can be
torn down with a new joint library being thrown up in
its place within a few years.
Last year, there was a proposal to build a brand new
shiny recreation center, complete with reasons to lure
students to stay on a commuter campus.
The University House is enduring an expensive renovation, even though Associated Students can’t manage to make up its mind on what to do with it.
The library is understandable; it will benefit the students as well as the community.
The recreation center was ludicrous, and it shows
where priorities lie.
Rather than spend money to make living bearable
in the residence halls, San Jose State University needs
a new food court.
Instead of building more residence halls, rebuild an
old house.
Did the housing office not see this problem coming?
The reality is the number of students vying for a
room will only increase, and no student will cheerfully
squeeze into a small hole in the wall.
The project to build more residence halls should
have been started years ago.
Because of the university’s lack of planning, students suffer.

is the story of what I learned
This
on my summer vacation. Lesson
No. 1: Procrastination is a terrible
disease of the mind that deserves to be
recognized by the American Medical
Association.
Persons inflicted with this illness
perpetually underestimate tasks at
hand and overestimate their own ability
to get things done.
With less than eight hours before my
6 a.m. flight, I began to pack for my
three-month trip to the Midwest.
No one in her right mind would leave
such a chore to the absolute last minute,
which proves to me that I’m crazy.
Having never left California for more
than three weeks at a time, I had no idea
what I needed to bring.
Erring on the side of caution, I decided
appropriate attire
to bring everything
for any type of weather pattern, photographs of my family and friends, knickknacks for my apartment, not to mention
my books, my bike and my computer.
No way would I have made my flight
had it not been for my friends Kasia and
Dan, who literally packed my bags for me.
Which brings me to lesson No. 2: I
don’t travel well.
I have always been attracted to the
idea of experiencing foreign territory,

CHRISTINA
LUCAROTTI

but I simply lack the grace to smoothly
get from one place to another.
This was quite evident as I attempted to check my luggage in the St. Louis
airport. I had spent 13 days in Columbia, Missouri, and was on my way to
Indiana, where I would work as an
intern.
Despite the humid Midwest heat, I
stood in line wearing my hooded winter
jacket, buried by the backpack, camera
bag, pillow, stuffed animal, 3-by-4-foot
rolled -up wall map of the United States
and water bottle I was holding.
Barely able to lift my two bags, which
weighed about 120 pounds, I dragged them
across the floor until I reached the counter.
With envy, I observed how the neatly
dressed travelers managed to fit all
their necessary items in a simple black
tote and one small suitcase.

After arriving in Indianapolis, I
learned lesson No. 3: Don’t leave home
without a car.
Had I driven across the country, I would
have not only avoided the harassment of
airplane travel, but I would have been able
to explore outside the city limits of the
town in which I was trapped ... err, living.
A car gives one freedom to run
errands during thunderstorms and stay
out after dark without worrying about
being struck by lightning or found halfburied in a cornfield.
But I wanted to act European and experience downtown living on foot. This might
have worked out better had I been in, say,
Florence instead of Indianapolis, home of
the Indy 500, David Letterman and Prozac.
Hoosiers, it seems, aren’t big on public transportation. Fish fries and hog
roasts, however, are inexplicably popular.
Lesson No. 4: Appreciate the differences.
Being a Cali girl, I had to come to terms
with the absence of mountains and water
in the Midwest. It wouldn’t be fair to hold
the geographical plainness of Indiana
against the people who live there.
Besides, the 4-H’ers do a lot with the
land they’ve got. I learned to value county fair competitions, the art of demolition
derbies and tractor pulls as a pastime.

SECRETARY NORTON CALLS A MEETING OF KEY BUSH
APPOINTEES TO HASH OUT ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

Quote for the Daily:
"Moral indignation is, in most
cases, 2 percent moral, 48 percent
indignation, and 50 percent envy."

gzeomEAIGEL#4,0151-

Vittorio de Sica
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Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 pm. at the Campus
Ministry Chapel. Scripture reflection meets
7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. Experience faith sharing
around upcoming Sunday Bible readings to
be enriched and focused for Sunday Mass.
For more information, call Sister Marcia at
938.1610.
Jewish Student Union and Billet
Come make a shofar with Hillel and join
us for dinner. Bake chocolate chip cookies
and enjoy the sweet New Year, as we learn
how to make a shofar Then join us Tues.
days with Gideon’s who prepares different
foods along with different programs. For
more information, call Gideon at 286-6669
School of Art and Design
The school presents student galleries art
reception. 6 p m to Spin , in all the galleries, located in the Art and Industrial
buildings For more information, call John or
Nicole at 924-4330

dents pay $5 Faculty and others pay $10
For more information, call Sherry at 206.
7599

uide
Theta Chi F
fly
Rush event: Barbecue, 11 a m at the
pits in front of the Event Center. Meet at
the Theta Chi house. For more information,
call Juan Laredo at 920-9640 or 279-9629.
Sigma No Fraternity
Rush event: Bowling at 7 p.m. Meet at
the Sigma Nu house, located at 155 South
llth St. For more information, call Darin
Gile at 995-0127.
Beta Theta Pi
Free barbecue, 8 nm. at the Beta house,
across from Business building on 10th
Street

Wednesday
Africans Center/Asian American
Center/Chicano Library & Mosaic
Film showing: ’’’Yo Soy Joaquin.’ and
"Chicano: The history of the Mexican American Civil Rights Movement; at noon in
modular building A, Room 117/118. For
more information, call Juan Pablo at 9242707 and 924-2815.
olsplrit.org
The Labyrinth is open 8 a.m. to 2 p.m at the
Seventh Street volleyball marts. Spiritual explorer., 6 p m. to 7 p m., and University of the Stant
Chriatian pray and meditation techniques at 7 15
rn in the Tip; Chapel, next to Robert’s Rooks
For more information, call Chaplain Roger at 605.
1687 or visit the Web site, sown ors

Sigma Pi
Themed barbecue, 6 pm at 182 South
10th St For more information, call the Rush
hotline at 279-5146 or Gus Pnes at 398-3679

Sigma Pi
Broomball at 10:30 p.m. Meet at 182
South 10th St. For more information, call
the Rush hotline at 279-5146 or Gus Pries
at 398-3679.

Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Come check out the latest in body composition testing from 1 30 p in to 3 pm at
Central Classroom building, Room 21. Stu.

Sigma No Fraternity
Rush event Barbecue and wiMehall with
Alpha Phi sorority at 7 p m Meet at Sigma
No, located at 155 South 11th St For more
information, call Dann Gile at 995-0127
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Theta Chi Fraternity
Rush event with Alpha Omicron Pi at 7
p.m. Meet at the Theta Chi house. For more
information, call Juan Laredo at 920-9640.
Gamma Zeta Alpha Fraternity
Celebrate 16 de Septiembre with Aztec
dancers and guest speakers at noon in the
Student Union Amphitheater For more
information, call Lupe Ramirez at 831-8400990.
REACH Program
Re-Entry And Commuter Help Program
hosts Brown Bag Lunch: Making connections. Come and join with other students
and feel more connected to SJSU, noon to
1:30 p.m in the Pacheco room, located in
the Student Union. For more information,
call Jane Boyd at 924.5950.
Students for the Truth
First meeting of the semester, 11:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. at the Montalvo room, located
in the Student Union. For more information,
call Pat Ha at 910-4258.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge
to students, faculty and staff members. The
deadline for entries is noon, three working
days before the desired publication date.
Entry forms are available in the Spartan
Daily Office. Space restrictions may require
editing of submissions Entries are printed
in the order in which they are received.
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I adjusted to the incessant smoking
allowed in restaurants and bars and the
fact that cigarettes aren’t kept out of children’s reach but instead are available in
the aisle across from where candy is sold.
To no avail, I tried to accept that not
all parts of the country have deemed it
inappropriate for men to casually call
women sweetie or hon.
Which brings me to lesson No. 5:
There’s no place like home.
There’s no place like the Bay Area,
where the minority is the majority and
14,000-square-foot homes cost close to
half a million dollars.
There’s no place like the coast, where
driving to the ocean just to watch the
waves is always an option.
After experiencing life on my own, I
realized that contentment has its limits.
Indianapolis is a perfectly nice place
friendly people, clean streets, interesting food. People’s incomes even cover
the cost of living.
But after spending time away from
big family dinners and fiery debates, I
was ready to come back to California. I
was ready to be home.
Christina Lucarotti is a Spartan
Daily Senior Staff Writer
"Confession" appears Tuesdays.

University regulations
ignore goodwill touch
weekend, a woman
This
had an epileptic seizure
in one of my classes.
I can only imagine how she
must feel today embarrassed
or ill, exhausted or stressed out.
The rest of us in the class sat
for a few seconds in disbelief
when one student interrupted
the professor: "She’s having a
seizure."
It felt like a movie. Someone
had to get up and know what to
do.
Someone had to have experience with epilepsy or basic medical care enough to take charge of
the situation.
But as soon as it was evident
that none of us knew what the
woman needed, most of us being
mass communications majors,
our professor demanded that
someone call 911.
Seeing that I couldn’t do anything to help, I got up and left the
building, figuring the best thing I
could do for the woman was to
stay out of the way.
The first thought in my mind
was: "I should have known what
to do."
I was certified by the Red
Cross in my knowledge of CPR,
but that was at least five years
ago.
Common sense told me that
someone should have done something to help the woman. Her
face was turning blue. She wasn’t
getting enough oxygen.
A few people rushed to her
side to help her, but they seemed
as clueless as the rest of us. They
just happened to be closer to her
and less squeamish.
As I walked outside, the professor asked me to write an article for the Spartan Daily, investigating the response time of the
ambulance and police.
In all honesty, I was too shaken to be running around confronting police officers and paramedics at the time.
I also think the emergency
medical personnel probably had
their hands full without being
confronted by a room of journalists.
So someone else wound up
gathering the information.
A much greater issue is the
fact that in a classroom of at least
60 students and one experienced
professor, no one seemed to know
the basic first-aid skills to care
for someone having an epileptic
seizure.
My father, who was an emergency medical technician, said
there are things we could have
done, such as prevent her from
injuring herself

He said it’s possible for epileptics to break their necks during
seizure.
This simple knowledge would
have enabled us to help our
neighbor.
Unfortunately, San Jose State
University believes it’s more
important for students to take
two units of physical education
than for students to leave college
with a command of basic first aid.
To complete my studies here, I
took one unit of yoga and I’m currently taking one unit of bowling.
Just so I can graduate.
It’s more important for me to
know how to save lives than how
to knock a few pins down.
Not so, says SJSU. Physical
education is important to a student’s liberal arts education.
Maybe the administrators will
feel different when they have a
heart attack or seizure on campus and none of the students
near them can help.
Well, at least students will
leave SJSU knowing how to score
on the lanes. Or how to walk for
fitness. Or how to breathe properly while standing on one’s
head.
We’re here at SJSU because
we care about ourselves enough
to give back and contribute to
society.
What better way to contribute
and be better people than to
learn how to help our classmates
when they’re in need?
I’m sure the woman lying on
the floor of my class this weekend
would have been much happier if
she had had her seizure in a class
full of "Basic First Aid" grads.
Instead, her life was in the
hands of mass communications
majors who had only been
required to take such classes as
aerobics, walking, badminton and
swimming.
With this knowledge, one really has to wonder about the true
worth of our diplomas.

Emily B. Zurich is a Spartan
Daily Senior Staff Writer
Vuoth the Raven"
appears Tuesdays.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response loan issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spot= Daily.
Submissions become the propert) of the Spartan Daily and may be edited for
clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Lettess to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
Office in ihsight Bente! Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at
sda I) is JIM: SiSilcdu or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and ixivertisemenis do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily, the School ol Journalism and Mass I ommunications or SJS1I
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JuShung king Datlj Stuff
Dancing with spinning disco balls and artificial fog, Patricia Caldwell, left, moves to the electronic
music playing at the newly opened Lido nightclub.

Hate the
player and
the game
By

heniberly (;ong
\itiIie
The new Sony Pictures
film, "Two Can Play That
Game," is mediocre at best.
Vivica A. Fox and Morris
Chestnut star as a couple in
the midst of a rocky relationship. But when Fox finds her
handsome, successful man
cheating on her, she enacts
her self-designed 10-day
action plan to get her man
back.
D.., SIMI

REVIEW
The movie chronicles 10
days in which Shante Smith
(Fox), a sexy, smart, beautiful
and yes, rich woman sashays,
flirts, and schemes to get her
cheating boyfriend back into
her control.
Yes, control.
This power-hungry woman
knows what she wants and
how to get it.
audiences’
the
But
patience runs thin as she
on camera
around
swaggers
in tight pants as her
boyfriend Keith (Chestnut)
complains, consults his good
friend Tony (Anthony Anderson) and consorts to lowdown behavior just to get her
back.
This is game-playing at its
most mundane.
The plot was vastly
underdeveloped, and many
of the characters were not
given a chance to shine.
They were introduced
early on and then disappeared for most of the movie.
At the beginning of the
movie, we are introduced to
one of Shante’s lovelorn
(Wendy
Karen
friends,
Raquel Robinson).
Shante counsels and reassures Karen, yet when her
own man -trouble shows its
ugly head, all previous
attentions on Karen are brutally ripped from her perfectly-manicured hands and
taken back by Shante.
Self-indulgent and callous, she struts her stuff and
shows no sign of learning
her lesson.
Luckily, there are some

mildly
amusing
testosterone-charged scenes with
Anderson and the wickedly
funny Mo’Nique, who plays
Diedre, Shante’s sassy sidekick.
Fox plays straight woman
to a cast of colorful counterparts that run high on attitude and low on common
sense.
We’re talking beautiful,
intelligent, strong women
who find themselves in love
with big losers.
There have not been this
many co-dependent women
in one place since, "The
Stepford Wives."
Unfortunately, Shante’s
plan didn’t include as much
spying, inane behavior and
outlandish scenarios as one
would expect from a cheesy
romantic comedy.
On the upside, there were
enough booty jokes to make
any 14-year-old boy happy.
The Bueller-esque way in
which Shante lectures the
camera (also known as
speaking through the fourth
wall) is entertaining at
times. Although after prolonged exposure, audiences
may be tempted to give her a
piece of their minds.
This movie is visually
appealing though, and Shante and her friends are ushered through a myriad of
fabulous situations and
interactions with beautiful
people.
Reminiscent, somewhat,
of the utterly glamorous life
of a Spartan Daily reporter.
Through some small plot
twists, the audience was led
to believe that Shante really
does learn her lesson by the
end of the movie, though
there wasn’t much noticeable transition in her behavior.
One moment she’s behaving wickedly. The next she’s
repentant and good.
It’s a long stretch to make
in believing her sincerity,
but hopefully audiences will
be dim-witted enough to love
her.
This movie did have its
moments, but sadly, those
moments were few and far
between.

By Emily B. Zurich
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER
When darkness falls on downtown San Jose this Wednesday,
the Bay Area’s black-clad clubgoers will have a new haunt.
Deviation, a new event held
weekly at Lido Night Club on
South First Street, is the latest
dance-club night to offer a
thumping playlist of death rock,
industrial, Gothic, new wave and
synthpop tunes.
"It’s just dark dance music,
really," said Jeff Kumre, one of
the three DJs at Deviation. "It’s
got a beat you can dance to."
A few staff members said clubgoers can expect to hear songs
ranging from 80s new wave
bands such as The Cure and
Depeche Mode to Goth classics by
Sisters of Mercy to industrial
floor-stomping ditties by Skinny
Puppy and Leaether Strip.
Last week, the dance floor
alternated between being crowded and being the host of one or
two hard-core dance-lovers.
Spinning, colorful lights and
black light mounted above the
dance floor gave a stark contrast
to the mostly black-clothed clientele.
Bright hair colors served to
show another unexpected twist.
These folks are anything but
depressed and brooding.
"The people seem friendly," said
Tamara Burrows, a San Jose State
University student.
Zoe Thorn, who lives in San
Jose, described the crowd as ami-

able.
Last week at Deviation, about
60 people were in attendance a
number Burrows didn’t expect.
"There’s a lot more people than
I thought there would be," said
Burrows, a purple-tressed SJSU
freshman who majors in sociology
with a concentration in social
change.
The high turnout may have
been a result of the lack of cover
charge, something that would only
be offered at the opening night.
Thereafter, the advertised admission price is $3 before 10 p.m. and
$5 after.
Brian Caples, who is organizing
Deviation, said one of his reasons
for starting a weekly club event in
San Jose is so people won’t have to
drive to San Francisco to hear
dark music.
"I wanted someplace I could go
where I could hear the music I
Caples said. "Hopefully, other
people will like it too."
Brian Dorgan, a graduate student at SJSU who DJs at Deviation, echoed Caples’ sentiments.
"When I come to the city, I see a
lot of kids from the South Bay,"
Dorgan said. "There is a scene in
San Jose."
Melanie Bockstiegel, a Fremont
resident, said she was happy to
have a club closer to home.
"It’s nice that there’s something
near us," Bockstiegel said.
The music, however, drew criticism from a few people.
Thorn called the music, which
was heavily drawn from older
new-wave-style songs, adequate.

"This is passing," she said. "It’s
good for a start."
Bockstiegel said the music was
not what she had expected.
"I was under the impression it
was going to be mostly industrial,"
she said. "I was gravely wrong."
Burrows said the staff asked
her what she wanted to hear and
played her request quickly.
Dorgan described his style as "a
way of saying,Yuck the system.’"
"It’s definitely not status quo,"
he said. "It’s kind of an answer to
the mainstream."
Caples said the DJs won’t be
playing "cheesy" music such as
Madonna.
"It’s more for the hard-core fan
of Gothic, industrial, synthpop.
This is not Cactus Club," he said,
referring to a weekly 80s night at
the Cactus Club, which is also on
South First Street.
Caples said Deviation is part of
an effort to re-establish a dark
scene in San Jose, which has been
largely dormant following the closure of such dubs as Backlash and
The Requiem.
Some fear any hope has been
quashed by the larger number of
clubs offered in San Francisco.
In an attempt to further the
development of a dark scene, Deviation is scheduled to return to Lido
Night Club tomorrow night and
every Wednesday thereafter at 30
South First St.
There will be no Deviation on
Sept. 26, however, when Lido
Night Club is scheduled to have a
band playing. The band is of no
affiliation to Deviation.

The power of the pussy manifesto
Ils Hillary Cargo

Queen Areola," which
aims to challenge the
societal double-stanBitch and Animal are rabid in their dard that requires
attempts to make music for their latest col- women wear shirts in
lection of drool, "Eternally Hard."
public while men
Eternally Hard goes flaccid when Bitch bear their breasts to
forcefully spews her folky version of song.
the breeze.
In an attempt to
11’
spare the public from
RENtIEW
throwing their money
into a wasteful void,
Bitch and Animal, thanks to Ani DiFran- here’s what your buck
co’s charity, have recently released this collec- will buy you: "May
tion of mediocre talent under the Righteous the nipple/ always
Babe label.
serve you/ may you
The album gets its name from the lyrics off suck on her to wisof track one, "Best Cock On the Block Today" dom/ it’s the sparkle/
which grapples with mind-numbing lyrics in the queen areola."
such as "what can they say/ they can’t stay
This leads the Left, Bitch and right,
away from/ the best cock on the block today/ Righteous Babe to
it’s eternally hard."
wonder what DiFranIf you were wondering if you really can co was thinking when she signed Bitch and
stay away, trust your instincts.
Animal onto her label.
These two women, from Detroit and
DiFranco deserves some credit: within the
Queens respectively, began their public cracks of "Eternally Hard," talent is hiding,
careers in 1998 with the release of what they but is like an infant waiting to emerge.
called the ’Pussy Manifesto."
DiFranco plays the role of a mother nurIt was shortly after that they opened a turing this duo and even weens them a little
show for DiFranco and recorded their debut by lending her voice to the first couple of
album "What’s That Smell?"
songs.
Since then, they’ve been using the shockAnd while DiFranco’s music has blended
value of their lyrics as a way of gaining a rep- politically-charged lyrics, poeticism, and funk
utation.
through a demonstrated talent, Bitch and AniOr maybe their lyrics speak truth to mal have a long way to grow before they make
female power.
music magic like DiFranco’s.
You can decide for yourself with this preBitch and Animal may have an underdevelview of track eight. "Prayer to the Sparkly oped lyrical luster, but the variety of their
Ul ARIUR

Daily Meditation & Instruction
The spiritual traditions of the world have developed meditation
forms to aid in finding inner peace and tapping into intuition and
creativity. It is also a tool in making a spiritual connection, gaining enlightenment and becoming a more loving person capable of
reaching out in lose to others and working for justice & peace in
the world. Medical and mental health advantages have also been
found in people who meditate.
Meditators from all traditions gather in the Tipi Chapel next to
Robert’s Rooks discovering the power and comfort in communio
meditation. Instruction in many styles is offered for the beginner
from the director and fellow meditators.
Monday throng:1 Thursday the Tipi is open from 4-5:30 PM. The
three one half hour blocks are divided into a) Discussion of Things
Spiritual, b) Moving Meditation, c) Sitting Meditation. Attend all
or one session.
Explore Christian Meditation and Prayer on Wednesday 9/12/01
at 7:15 PM in the Tipi during a finis. of the Spirit presentation or
attend Spiritual Explorers at 6 PM.
There are opportunities for outdoor recreation & meditation at
Outdoor Thursdays and during Nature Awareness Retreats. Get
more details: 4104-605-1687
www.ajapititorg
Student organization
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Photo courtesy of Righteous Babe Records
Animal from the "Eternally Hard" album.
acoustical sound is impressive.
A diverse collection of instrumental sound
winds throughout their tracks: electric fiddle,
mini steel drums, ashiko, violin, ukulele and
gong.
One of the better songs on the album, "13Iah
Do Blay," demonstrates the ways in which Bitch
and Animal can show their talent.
In this song, Animal gets her groove on with
the marimba, the ocean drum and the maracas.
Bitch, on the other hand, needs training.
Between her groans and spoken lyrics, she
squeezes in an attempt to hold a tune.
"Eternally Hard" is appropriately named
since it is hard to listen to this 60-minute
album without feeling like an eternity has
just passed by.

Stomp the TREE!!
SPARTAN FOOTBALL
Saturday
vs.

STANFORD
6:00pm

@ Spartan Stadium

FREE
Admission & Parking for all students w/
Tower Card. Get your tickets NOW at the
Event Center Box Office or Spartan Ticket
Office at 1393 S 7th Street

Pep Rally this Thursday 11 45 am
@ Student Union
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CENTER: The newest addition is a
continued from Page
lection to form a library devoted
specifically to the works of
Beethoven and his other accomplishments.
Brilliant is a philanthropist
who worked as a real estate developer in Phoenix, Ariz. He has a
deep appreciation of Beethoven’s
music, said Patricia Stroh, curator
for the center.
"[Brilliant] loves Beethoven’s
music and he started to learn more
about Beethoven’s life," Stroh said.
" He knew he wanted to own some
of his works. He has been very
focused on Beethoven for many
years now."
Along with the many manuscripts and scores in the center,
there are also two pianos that are
from the same time period that
Beethoven lived.
One piano is a replica of the
fortepiano used in Beethoven’s
earlier works and the center has
just received an authentic fortepiano that dates back to 1827, the
year Beethoven died.
"Now we have an instrument

appropriate for playing his later
music," Stroh said of the authentic
piano.
Brilliant’s connections to Arlene
Okerlund, the dean of the College
of Humanities and the Arts at the
time, and Gail Fullerton, then
President of SJSU helped the idea
for the center materialize.
The university was supportive
of the idea to set up a special
library just for Beethoven studies,
Stroh said.
It houses a large collection of
Beethoven’s works, including a few
original manuscripts, many first
and limited edition pieces of his
music, and a large collection of
journal articles and museum
exhibits, said Stroh.
"He wanted these materials to
be used, he didn’t want them to sit
in the vaults in his house. His
dream was to set up a special
library for Beethoven studies," she
said.
"There is an endowment that
Mr. Brilliant is helping us build
and he also helps fund special
acquisitions," Stroh said.
The center also has 2,500 com-
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Strumming to the heat . . .

1827 fortepiano
pact discs and records of mainly
his orchestral music, Meredith
said.
Because there are only a limited number of orchestral pieces
that Beethoven composed, there
are sometimes as many as 80
recordings of one piece, Meredith
said.
"It’s such a great opportunity to
be studying in a place devoted to
such an important composer," said
Barbara Zimbalist, a senior double
majoring in music history and
English.
The Beethoven Center has also
been instrumental in bringing
Beethoven’s music to the SJSU
campus. Every spring it holds a
piano competition and recital
among other concerts at other
times of the year. These concerts
are held in the Concert Hall at
SJSU.
The center is funded partially
by the American Beethoven Society of which Brilliant is a member,
and by private support.
The Beethoven Center is open
to the public Monday through Friday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

rind, (),,,A, nail,
Steve Barczak, a student in the improvised music studies program, sits and practices his
guitar outside Uchida Hall on Friday.

ROTC: students in the program have to meet several qualifications to qualify, such as a minimum GPA and medical examk
in the ROTC.
of eight colleges and universities
"I worked a lot on my manage- that are located from Fremont
rial
practices
and
experiences," through Salinas.
arm and make a fist instead of
The requirements to be a cadet
raising their hand. And after he said.
Others also say they feel confi- in ROTC vary between classes,
almost every response they give
to the professor, they say "sir" or dent in their decision to be in though all cadets must meet
ROTC.
standard qualifications.
"ma’am."
Junior Anne-Marie Corley, a
Those qualifications, according
Although committed ROTC
cadets must minor in aerospace flight commander who trains the to Lt. Col. Alvin Odom, include
studies, they can major in any- cadets, said that she "loves every maintaining a grade-point average of at least 2.0 and passing a
thing they choose, said Captain minute" in ROTC.
"ROTC has the best of both medical review and a physical fitCristina Fekkes.
"I needed some direction in my worlds," she said. "It has the mil- ness test held at the beginning of
life," said senior Mik Antonelli. "I itary training that I wanted and I every semester.
also have the ability to learn in a
After cadets graduate, they
didn’t know what to do."
must serve active duty for the Air
After joining ROTC, Antonelli normal setting."
According to Fekkes, the Force for four years, but will be
decided to major in aviation
administration with hopes of ROTC of San Jose State Univer- able to have jobs that may perbecoming a pilot for the Air Force. sity is the headquarters of tain to their major.
ROTC cadets enter the first
He also said that he has Detachment 045.
The detachment is comprised two years of the program known
matured based on his experience
continued from Page 1

as General Military Course.
This is offered to students who
have not received an ROTC scholarship.
The program lets students join
without any obligation to continue with ROTC or enter the Air
Force, Odom said.
Cadets who choose to continue
with ROTC in their junior and
senior years attempt to enter Professional Officer Course (POC).
Before entering, they are evaluated based on their GPA, aptitude test scores and medical
reviews.
Cadets must also be U.S. citizens to enter POC, Odom said.
After cadets are accepted to
enter POC they must participate
in a four-week long field training

in the summer.
Cadets go through a physical,
survival and leadership training.
They also learn how to shoot a
gun in the weapons training,
Fekkes said.
"They’re teaching us how to
lead people," said administration
of justice major Waseem lqbal.
"And that’s not something that
you can easily teach."
During his experience in field
training, Iqbal said in addition to
leading a group of 20 to 25 people,
he also learned survival tactics in
case he was ever shot down, such
as learning what plants not to eat
and avoiding enemy territory.
lqbal also recalled having to
wake up at 4:30 a.m. or earlier
and only having approximately

15 minutes a day for "free time.’’
The field training doesn’t go
without its rewards though.
The training is paid for by the
Air Force, which includes transportation, uniforms, lodging and
meals.
POC cadets also receive $3,000
to pay for their tuition for tl?e
school year and a stipend for personal spending every month,
Odom said.
Additional perks to being a
cadet in ROTC are that the uniforms, aerospace studies text;
books and field trips are also paid
for by the Air Force.
One of the upcoming field trips
is scheduled for November to the
Nellis Air Force Base outside of
Las Vegas.

INTERN: Before leaving, Murphy will spend two weeks at CSU Monterey Bay RESEARCH: Funded by the lottery.
continued from Page 1
respects, Murphy said.
Cox is the chairman of the
House Policy Committee and is
a member of the House Leadership Committee. He’s also
involved in other committees
dealing with finance, environment and telecommunications.
Rep. Dreier, R-San Dimas,
sits as chairman of the rules
committee, which is the first
step in constructing a bill, Murphy said.
An internship with either
congressman could provide a
front row seat to watch the

infancy of serious change, Mur- ships done at the same time if I
phy said.
could," Murphy said.
Both political science and
Rucker said he knows people
journalism majors require an in Washington, D.C., and plans
internship for graduation.
to set meetings with media conIn this dilemma Murphy tacts to appease the qualificawent to Rucker, a television, tions of both majors.
radio, film and theater adviser.
"It’s a wonderful place do the
"Craig had plenty of political internship, and a great time in
science credit, but we wanted history to do it," Rucker said.
the internship to work in conMurphy said he doesn’t know
junction with that of journal- what to expect as far as Ruckism," Rucker said.
er’s plans, but will find out
Rucker gave Murphy the when he gets there.
flier to apply for the scholarHe does know, however, what
ship, and wrote him a letter of to expect for the political scirecommendation.
ence internship.
"I wanted to get both intern’All the people chosen go to

CSU-educated teachers think
they lack the skills to instruct
More than 80
percent of

bosses think
they are ready.
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP)
More than a quarter of new teachers turned out by California state
universities believe they are ill.
prepared to enter the classroom,
according to a study by the 23campus system.
The survey, to be presented
Wednesday to California State
University’s governing board,
found that 25 percent of those who
completed CSU teacher preparation programs said they weren’t
adequately prepared to teach English and math in grades K-8. It also
found more than 40 percent said
they weren’t adequately prepared
to teach science, history or social
science.
But more than 80 percent of the
teachers’ new bosses school
principals, vice principals, supervisors and other officials reported
the CSU graduates were either
well prepared or adequately prepared to teach the state’s standard
curriculum, the report said.
The report, which is the first
time the CSU has examined
teacher preparedness, comes shortly after a state commission found
some teacher training programs
lacking and Gov Gray Davis’ warning last week that all programs
must better prepare teachers to
reach the state’s academic standards.
"When you look at any report for
the first time, there is good news
and bad news. I think we got some
of both," said CSU Chancellor
Charles B. Reed.

Cal State, the nation’s largest
public university system, educates
60 percent of California’s kindergarten through 12th-grade teachera. The study is the latest in a
series of steps taken by the school
system to increase the number of
teachers it produces and improve
their quality.
The state will need 250,000
teachers over the next 10 years to
meet classroom demands,
There are now more than
284,000 full- and part-time public
school teachers statewide. About
30,000 are in the classroom on
emergency credentials, without
any formal training. CSU has been
working to curb that trend.
The survey, which randomly
sampled about 1,000 new teachers
and about 1,000 school district
supervisors, found that 96 percent
of CSU trained teachers spent
their first year in public education,
compared with less than twothirds five years ago.
"The results were good. This
means those who want to be in
teaching are staying," said Bill Wilson, CSU’s assistant vice chancellor of academic affairs.
The news also was good for new
high school teachers, who typically
have credentials to teach specific
subjects, according to the survey.
While a quarter said they felt less
than adequately prepared to teach,
nearly 90 percent of their supervisors
principals, vice principals
and department chairs felt they
were well prepared to teach the
state curriculum.
"Their supervisors are pleased
with their work. I think what these
results really show is that our students have high expectations of
themselves," Reed said.
Reed said the results would be
given to the various deans of education with a mandate of improving their teacher preparation programs.

CSU Monterey Bay for a two
week training session," Christensen said.
"The two weeks should prepare them for what they will do
in D.C.in the fall."
Christensen said the internship takes place during the fall
rather than the summer, which
should work out better for Murphy.
"Summer is the most crowded with interns," Christensen
said. "But most of them go
home in the fall. This leaves
fewer people and means that
Craig will have less competition and better assignments."
Rucker said talented students should always try for
exceptional learning experiences to test their limits.
"Craig Murphy was tailormade for a challenging Washington, D.C., internship experience," he said.

Several CSU campuses already
have begun implementing programs aimed at shoring up its .
teacher prep programs. At Long
Beach State, for example, Dean of
Education Jean Houck said the
teacher education department
gives its students a warranty.
"If they feel they aren’t adequately prepared to go out and
start teaching, or once they have
been out there and feel they aren’t
adequately prepared, they can
come back and we will find out
what’s the problem and work with
them," she said.
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Be an Angel...
Donate Eggs!
It you are 21-30 years old,
healthy, bright& responsible
Call Family Fertility Center
All nationalities needed
1-800-939-6886
Generous Compensation
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it," Goodman said. "We’ve made
progress this summer, but we’re
still in the organizational states."
The main concerns, Goodman
said, include looking for space to
set up computer stations as well
as funding for institute equipment.
Other than the $100,000 originally given to the project by
California lottery funds, little
money has been made available
for the institute, according to
Cooper, although there are
potential clients that may be
interested in investing in the
institute.
Goodman said he hopes the
institute will hopefully be up
and running by the 2002 Spring

semester.
"If students could have easy’
access to any kind of inform*
tion, it would be really helpfur
said junior Jeremy Buan.
Junior Bali it Dhanjal said flut
institute would bring isonoiet
nience to anybody working on
assorted survey papers.
"A second place to get information besides the library
would help a lot of people," slie
said.
Despite delays, Cooper sal,
he remains optimistic of thi’4,
institute’s potential.
"I think that the really excitA
ing part of this is that it will be
a context within which students:
and faculty will be working.
together on projects that haveimmediate relevance," he said ;
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Black woman rejected by sorority

Stalker kills woman, self
COEUR D’ALENE, Idaho (AP)
- Kenneth A. Sheldon would
leave amorous notes for co-worker Kathleen Seely. He’d tell her
they should be married. He got
personalized license plates with
her name.
On Sunday, authorities say,
Sheldon slipped into Seely’s
workplace at Kootenai Medical
Center and shot her to death,
then fatally shot himself.
Sheldon, 50, had been pursuing
the married woman since 1997,
even though she had filed numerous complaints with authorities.
The latest complaint was dismissed by a judge in December.
Seely appeared to have been
shot four times, Sgt. Bob Pharris
said.
Sheldon and Seely met when
both worked at a retirement
home in 1997. Sheldon became
obsessed with Seely, 56, imagining that she wanted to divorce
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FAX: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The cFassified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
P/T LAW OFFICE RECEPTIONIST
Flex hours, close to campus.
Varied Duties, up to 18 hrs per
week. Call Chen. 408-279-2584.

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Immed openings, full or part
time. Will train, must be 21.
$12.00/hr to start. 768-0566.
RECEPTIONIST, flexible
scheduling. 768-0566.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume 10 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115
GIRLS P/T AFTER-SCHOOL
COUNSELORS positions 10-15
hours/week, $10/hour. Cover
letter and resume to Dept. MD,
Fax: 408-287-8025. Email:
personnel@girlscoutsolscc.org
See www.girlscoutsofscc.org for
details & other positions.
OE.

FOOD SERVICE / EXPRESSO
BAR / HOST. FT & PT avail Busy
restaurant in S’vale. All shifts Flex
hours. $10 $10.25 to start. Call
Wendy @ 733-9331 or 733-9446
DR. OFFICE RECEPTIONIST
Tue & Thur. 2pm-6pm
Call 923-0309.
SALES CLERK Part-time Eves &
Saturdays, 12-l5 hrs/wk Bilingual
Spanish/English helpful. Tenth
St. Pharmacy. 294-9131- Bob.
DRIVER WANTED PART TIME
58/hr. 25 - 30 hours a week. We
are located on Tenth St a mile
from campus. Some flexibility
on hours. We deliver supplies to
coffee houses Must have good
driving record 279-1695
535-$85/HRt Wear costume 0
events 4 kids, SF* SF FUN! Must
have car, be avail ’Ands No exp
reud
train Cal 831-457-8166

dismissed after Sheldon agreed
to seek a psychiatric evaluation
and counseling, said Coeur d’Alene City Attorney Wendy
Hague. Sheldon also agreed to a
longer probation period for an
unrelated battery conviction
against a different victim in January 2000, Hague said.
On Sunday, Seely arrived for
work as a nurse at the juvenile
psychiatric unit in a building
near the medical center.
Staff members saw Seely
arguing with Sheldon in the
parking lot, then buzzed her into
the secure facility. Sheldon followed her inside.
The situation turned tense.
Police were outside when they
heard gunshots.
Officers stormed the building,
removing some three dozen children and 11 staff members.
Several hours later, officers
found Sheldon and Seely dead.

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) - A
black woman’s attempt to join a
white sorority at the University of
Alabama has been rejected for the
second straight year.
Melody TWilley, a 3.87 gradepoint-average student who sings
first soprano in the campus choir,
was notified Sunday that she was
not being invited to join any of the
15 all-white sororities.
Willey also was rejected for
membership last fall, when she
hoped to become the first black to
be accepted into one of the school’s
37 white fraternities and sororities. A woman who described herself as being half-black, Christina
Houston, said last week that she
broke the color barrier at Alabama
last year by joining a previously
all -white sorority, Gamma Phi
Beta.
Willey, 18, was the only black to
seek membership in a white Greek
organization this fall. Though she
alleged race may have been behind
her rejection last year, she told the

For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Fax: (650) 320-9688
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com

TEACH DRIVING - Good Pay.
Fun Job. Work when you want.
Car & training provided. Must be
over 21 & HS grad. 408-971-7557

CHILDREN’S Theater Workshop
needs leaders-we train
1-10 hours per week.
Reliable transportation needed.
Good Pay.
Must have experience
working with children.
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Call Carol 408-265-5096.
Looking for your not so traditional Fax resumes to 408-265-8342.
bike messengers You don’t
need experience we’ll train you. GET PAID For Your OpinionsIS
You will nee a bike, lock, Earn $15-$125 & more per survey!
www money4opinions.com
helmet & conimon sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun,
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
EMPLOYMENT
person at Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Tutoring
Cross street is N. First.

TUTORS NEEDED

in local high schools $12/hr.
Call Lonna Smith 924-4431 or
email smithOonline.sjsu.edu.
CAPI-English Project.

TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS*
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
Degree/Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for teaching exp.
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170
ext. 408 EOE/AAE

CHILDCARE TEACHER for
quality recreation program serving 2-12 year olds. Must enjoy
leading art, games and group
activities. Flex hours, days,
eves & weekends. PT/FT. Team
environment. Benefits available.
CD units preferred. Email
kidsparkOkidspark.com or FAX
resume to 408-260-7366, or call
408-260-7929 for an interview.
KidsPark, In
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES

Special Ed & Regular Class,
$10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Scti.
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
& application. Immediate Need.

HEAD TEACHERS
TEACHERS / AIDES
I/T/P & SCHOOL-AGE
For a High-Quality,
Non-Profit Organization.

PART-TIME SPANISH TUTORS
wanted for Language School in We want YOU -an enthusiastic,
Sunnyvale.$12-$14/hou r. No energetic individual to complete
experience necessary. Flexible our team!
hours. Call Keiko (408) 530-0563.
Come play, learn & earn $$$
Email: calancen lava.net
while you attend morning or
evening classes! Palo Alto
WANTED: PART-TIME TUTORS Community Child Care, voted
for English School in Sunnyvale. "Best Child Care in Palo Alto"
512-$14/hour. No experience operates 18 programs in Palo
necessary. Flexible hours. Call Alto. Accredited Programs.
Keiko (408) 530-0563. Email: PT or FT, or create your own
calancen 0 lava. net
schedule of hours and days as a
at our 18 centers.
EXP TUTORS NEEDED now for Substitute
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in relatall grades & subjects, H.S. Math & ed field OK in lieu of ECE for
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT Science. Mon. thru Fn. 3pm-8pm. school-age teachers. $11 ./hr,
Located in San Jose, we are a Paying $1000+ cash monthly. depending on exp., plus full
Call Ms. Scotti 408-255-5247.
growing community based
benefits at 20 hours/week:
nonprofit established in 1973.
Medical, Acupuncture/Chiro.,
As a multi service agency, our TUTORS, Middle School AVID Dental, Vision, Ins. (employerprogram. $18/hr, 2-3 days/week, paid) 11 Holidays 10 days of
diverse services include
language & culturally -proficient 12:05-1:10pm. All subjects. No Vac; 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs; 20
mental health services, senior exp. nec. Lois or Anne: 535-6277. days at 5+yrs. 12 days Sick
services, youth services,
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work w/ Tuition Reimb. Retirement Plan
a primary care health clinic
children w/ autism. Competitive Monthly Staff Training. Special
and a domestic violence
Rate for Employee Child Care.
prevention/education program. pay. Flex hours. Psy, Ed, OT. Sp
Call (650) 493-2361 for appliWe are hiring for the following Ed, Child Dev & related fields. cation information or fax resume
Anjlee 408-945-2336 mention ad
FT/PT positions’
to (650) 493-0936. Visit us at
Mental Health Counselors:
www.paccc.corn. EOE
Provide direct mental health
EMPLOYMENT
rehabilitiation services to
TEACHERS, TEACHER’S AIDES,
agency’s clients.
SUBS AND
Education/Schools
Requirements: BA/MA in
RECREATION LEADERS
behavioral sciences or related
Enjoy working with kids’? Join
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 the team at Small World
field, fluent in vietnamese
school seeks responsible india plus.
Schools, get great experience
viduals
for extended daycare.
Youth Counselors:
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
Provide counseling assistance P/T in the afternoon. No ECE AGES 5-12 years in our before
units required. Previous experi- and after school rec. programs.
to youths Requirements:
BA/BS is behavioral sciences ence with children preferred. SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Please call 244-1968 X 16.
or equivalent expenence.
otters competitve pay, health
Family Advocates Domestic ACTION DAY NURSERIES / benefits for 30 . hrs, excellent
Violence Program:
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant, training, and a fun work environProvide counseling and
Toddler & Preschool Teachers ment. We can often offer flexible
guidance at emergency
& Aides. F/T & Pa positions hours around your school
shelter for battered women.
available. Substitute positions schedule. This is a great job
Requirements: BA/BS in
for both men and women.
are also available that offer
behavioral sciences or
flexible hours. ECE units are Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
equivalent experience.
fax
resume to 408-283-9201.
for
Teacher
positions
required
Volunteers Always Needed! but
not req. for Aide positions. Part-time employees needed
Send resumes to.
with
or without units in ECE. art.
Excellent opportunity for Child
AACI
Development majors. Please recreation, music, dance, phys ed.
Human Resources
human
services, social welfare.
call Cathy for an interview at
2400 Moorpark Ave. #300
408-244-1968 or fax resume to nursing, psychology, sociology
San Jose, CA 95128
home
economics,
or elementary
408-248-7350.
Fax (408) 975-2745
education.
Email: roland.acupidorffiaaci org

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
Programs located thoughout
San Jose, Cupertino, Santa
Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga,
Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas,
Berryessa, Morgan Hill, Gilroy &
Boulder Creek. Full & Part-time
positions available - flexible
hours around school. Fun staff
teams, great experience working with children, career
advancement, excellent FT/PT
benefits& training opportunities.
For more information & locations:
Visit our WEB page at:
www.scvymca.org
Fax resume to: 408-351-6477
Email: YMCAjob@scvymca.org

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/Nannies
BABYSITTER NEEDED $8/HR.
Flex hrs. will accomodate class
schedule & homework. Nonsmoker only please. 287-4933.

NANNY JOBS

"Part-time mornings/afternoons:
$15 - $20/hour.
2-3 full days per week:
$300 - $600/week.
-Full-lime up to $3500/month.
South Bay, Peninsula, & East Bay
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
Call Town & Country Resources
1-888-772-3999
WWW. TANDCR. COM
CHILD CARE: two girls ages
5 & 9, in Willow Glen; 210 5pm,
must have own car, 408-448-0705.

NANNY: PART-TIME

(20 hrs
per week) for 3 children. 2:30-6,
M -F, $12/hr. Call Ann 408615-5237. Must have own car.

CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT
Established Los Gatos agency
seeks warm, canng students
for part and full time
nanny positions.
We list only the best jobs!
Hours flexible around school
from 15 hrs/wk to full time
$15-518/HR

STANFORD PARK NANNIES
408-395-3043
wwwspnannies.com

NOW HIRING RECREATION

Leaders, $9 -$12/hr flex hours,
weekdays. Work with children in
the Los Gatos - Saratoga area.
Contact Laurie Boswell @ 408354-8700 x 224.
Now hiring teachers for yearround swim program in our
state-of-the-art indoor facility.
Experience a + or we will train
you! AM, PM, Weekday &
Saturday positions available.
Complimentary athletic club
membership included. Apply at
AVAC Swim School
5400 Camden Ave. SJ 95124
408-445-4916
Now Interviewing!! Call today!!!

RECREATION LEADER, City of
San Jose, 512.05 hr. starting
Rewarding job for someone who
enjoys working with youth. Here’s
your opportunity to make a difference in a child’s life, seeking
candidates wileadership, organization & problem solving skills to
implement exciting after school
programs. Hours M -F afternoons
and Sat. mornings Candidates
must have a high school diploma
or equiv & pass a background
check before starting their work
assignment. For more information contact the Hiring Unit 0
979-7826 or download 0
http://jobs.cityofsi.org.
SUBSTITUTE
RECREATION LEADERS
Join the SMALL WORLD
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the
flexibility you need. Small World
Schools is looking for students
wanting to work with children in
our before and after school care
programs. As a substitute you
can choose which days you’re
available for work. The only
requirement is your desire
to work with children ages
5 through 12 years in a fun
recreation type atmosphere.
Call 408-283-9200 today for an
interview,or fax your resume

EMPLOYMENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
Recreation/Swim etc. MAZDA ’93 626LX, 5 SPEED,

loaded. moonrf, 109k mi., great
condition. $3595. 650-941-6621

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
& LIFEGUARDS
No experience nec Will train
Flexible hours Fun environment
Central YMCA 351-6323

EASTER SEALS BAY AREA

HEALTH/BEAUTY

seeks Activitiy Aides, PT with
benefits to work w/ children ages
13 - 22 with developmental
disabilities in San Jose, MondayFriday. $9.78/hr. Call Ron
Halog, 408-295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax 408-295-2957

LOSE 20 LBS FAST!
Money Back guarantee $38 00
FREE Samples. 408-297-5390

LOST & FOUND
ALL LOST & FOUND ADS
are offered FREEas a service
to the campus community,

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALI,

408-924-3277
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TELEMARKETING part/fat:me
Newspaper subscnptions Near
SJSU. licurly+Commission Call
408-494-0200 9arn-gpm Assist
Management position also avail
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One
Day

$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Name
Five
Days
$13

J

./
Please check
one classification:

Address
Coy a Stale

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off

Lost & Found ads are offered free as a

service to the campus community

bp code

SERVICES

EDITOR /TUTOR: proofreading,
close to SJSU. Full pnvs + wash rewriting, help with wnting and
& dry. NS ,NP, 1 person $650/mo. organizing. Tutoring in English,
2 pers:in S900/rno +dep. 996-1924 literature, writing, reading, &
math through beginning algebra.
RENTAL HOUSING www.tutoringandediting.corn
925-399-5098
1920’S CLASSIC 1BR/1BA for New Smile Choice Dental Plan
clean, quiet, sober financially (includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
responsible. 1 parking. Yard. year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
Hardwood floors. 551-55.3 So 6th.
call 1-800-655-3225 or
$1000& up. Peter 408-746-1900
www.studentdental.corn or
www.goldenwestdentalcom
Close to SJSU in Willow Glen
area. Pool/Spa. Move in specials.
286-5308

SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.

Live in luxury & walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa. sauna, full
gym, on -site management. all
appliances included. central NC.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Theses. Term Papers,
Group Protects, etc.
All formats, including APA.
Experienced. Dependable
Quick Return. Call Linda
(408) 264-4504.

INSURANCE
LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
Lowest Down Payment
Easy Payment Plan
Good Student Discount
International Driver Welcomed
No Driver Refused
Call for Free Quotes
408-272-0312
pnninsurOaol.corn
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY

NEED LOW COST
HEALTH INSURANCE?
Check out
wwweHealthInsurance.com
Instant online quotes
Best available prices
Large selection of plans
Online application
eHealthInsurance Cvcs, Inc.
CA Lic #0064581

Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Butter bean
Hints
Creek
Haik wearer
Usher’s beat
Verdi highlight
Assess
Vise
Promising
State of
mayhem
22 Film classics
24 Expected
25 Have the flu
26 Customer
29 Scribble down
32 Rule
36 Sheltered from
the wind
37 Carnage with a
"fringe on top"
39 Sash
40 It brings the
audience to its
feet
43 Goof up
44 Landed property
45 Like a bug in a
rug?
46 Twist, for one
48 Oues
comeback
49 Sprinkles with
powder
50 Gorilla
52 Barbarian
53 Fork, for one
57 Tropical fruits
61 Crease
62 Contributor
84 Night -flying
insect
65 Mixture
66 Wear away
67 Division word
68 Char
69 Carnival
attractions
70 Dispatch

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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1 Zhovago’s love
2 Afghanistan
neighbor
3 First name in
spydom
4 Scottish port
5 Stash
6 Fragrant
blossom
7 Dos Passos
tnlogy
8 Shade trees
9 Brown tone
10 Seldom
11 Common metal
12 Itemize
13 Places
21 Mongrel
23 Tripoli’s country

26 Founded

27 Too-too
28 Wish for
29 Political
alliance
30 Bach ’s
instrument

31 Jogs
33 Cuts of meat
34 More or less
35 Annexes
37 Family mem
36 Night before
41 Ocean waters
42 Tidal waves
47 Honesty
49 Hound for
payment
51 Duck pnzed for
its down
52 Jack rabbits
53 Alien
spacecraft?
54 Decorated
tinware
55 Film director
Kazan
56 Actress Petty
57 Portend
58 Zilch
59 Memo abbr
80 Not barefoot
63 Approving

gesture
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Rental Housing
_Lost and Found’
Shared Housing
Announcements
Real Estate
Mons
Campus Clubs
Servicheck or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages Services
Health/Beauty
_Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sports/Thrills
San Jose State University
_ Volunteers
Insurance
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
For Sale
Entertainment
_Electronics
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertIsers
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
a
faculty.
and Sall students, staff
II Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
Travel
_Wanted
No refunds on canceled ads
All ads are prepaid
Tutonng
First line in bold lor no extra charge up to 25 spaces
_Employment
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
Word Processing
_Opportunities
charge of 53 per word
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from Warn to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
3 lines

PHN: 408-924-3277

KIDS...WATER...FUNI RENTAL/SHARED HOUSING

to 408-283-9201.
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Certain advertisements In
those columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add r
Information
additional
Clasellied readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firma
offering employment ratings
a coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

FT/benefits &
PT/benefits. Call Peter or Jacob
295-0228. Resume: 730 Empey
Way, San Jose 95128 or fax
408-295-2957.

IPrint your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

01 731 women who participated
in sorority "rush," about 625
received membership invitations.
Administrators and faculty leaders have pushed for integration of
the school’s Greek system, which
for decades has been a seedbed for
state leaders, including the current
governor, Don Siegelman.
School officials have kept close
watch on the issue since then -Gov.
George C. Wallace made a celebrated "stand in the schoolhouse door"
in 1963 in an attempt to keep two
blacks from enrolling in the all white university.
President Andrew Sorensen has
said he would not mandate integration or institute a quota system, but another administrator
said officials would continue working on an end to segregation.
"Change is maybe the hardest
thing people do. I can’t say we do it
with any less difficulty in Alabama," said Sybil Todd, vice president of student affairs.

DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFEASST. DIRECTORS, AIDES GUARDS needed in San Jose SHARED HOUSING
Thinking about a career working for Easter Seals Bay Area, LARGE ROOM dean, quiet home
with children or teens? The Monday -Friday,

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly. Training
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
Call Now 408-247-4827

EASY $$$$$1 $30/hr Fit Model
Need size L Male 43"-36"-42"/
sxe M Female 36"-28"-38"/ Ca
408-980-6688x134 w/msrmnts.

campus newspaper, The Crimson
White, that the Greek system at
Alabama is not all bad.
"It’s elitist and it’s somewhat
racist, but I still believe that that
racism is more from the women
that are not even in the sorority,"
she said. "I honestly think that
most of that close-mindedness
comes from alums."
Twilley attended the prestigious
Alabama School for Mathematics
and Science. She came to Alabama
driving a new sport-utility vehicle
that was a gift from her father.
"If someone with the qualities of
Melody Willey can’t get into a
sorority, we have some substantial
problems in our Greek system,"
said Norm Baldwin, president of
the Faculty Senate, which has
pushed for integration.
"It’s a very sad day for the Greek
system and the University of
Alabama," Baldwin said Monday.
"It reinforces a lot of negative
stereotypes that people would like
to go away"

CLASSIFIED

WELCOME BACK SPARTANSI
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
S EARN EXTRA CASH
FT/PT available. We will work
Up to $600/month
around your busy school
Become a Sperm Donor
schedule. Must have clean Healthy males, 19-40 years old
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
money. Call 867-7275.
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30
CLUB WILD NOW HIRING
Cocktail Waitress - Must be 21
DELIVERY DRIVERS
408 -286-WILD, Iv. msg.
Party rental business. Perfect
for Students! Earn $250 eve
LAW OFFICE PART-TIME weekend! Must have reliable
Positions available. File Clerk, truck or van. Heavy lifting is
Mail Clerk and Reception. Your required. 408-292-7876.
intelligence is much more
important than your experience. !EARN AT LEAST 525: NASA
Ideal for students. 15-20 hours needs right handed males ages
per week. Flexible scheduling
18-29 for a helicopter study.
during final and school holidays.
Must be US citizen or green
Call Janice at 408-292-5400.
card holder. Call 650-604-5118.

PT RECEPTIONIST - MWF 6-5
4 blocks from SJSU. Please call
Darlene 0 408-271-7900

;

her husband and marry him.
In a 1997 complaint, Seely
said Sheldon left her rambling
notes declaring his love and got
the personalized plates.
Seely and her husband, Steve,
had a confrontation with Sheldon in a parking lot, with Sheldon saying, "Tell him you want to
be with me.’ Sheldon was tried
on a stalking charge, but was
acquitted in 1999.
"It makes me angry," said
Muriel Badgley, a friend of the
victim. "He started stalking her
there and they’ve been fighting
him trying to keep him away
from her ever since."
According to court documents,
Seely filed another complaint last
year, saying Sheldon had pulled
his car in front of hers, blocking
her way, and then stared at her.
Sheldon was arrested and
charged with stalking and inattentive driving, but the case was
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Giants burnt in 17-9 rout
By atria Giovannetti
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Before his team had a chance to bat,
San Jose Giants manager Lenn Sakata
had his head was buried in his hands.
His team was behind after a six run
first inning and watching Alberto
Castillo hit two home runs didn’t help.
Nor did the final tally on the scoreboard relieve Sakata as it showed the
Bakersfield Blaze torching the Giants
17-9 on Sunday night at Municipal Stadium in Game No. 2 of the California
League Northern Division Championship Series.
Castillo, the Blaze’s first baseman
who left the Giants organization in
1997, ignited Bakersfield with a tworun home run over the left field wall in
the first and a three-run blast an inning
later.
He finished the night 3-for-5 with
three runs scored.
Giants starter Kevin Vent (0-1 playoffs, 5-7 season), did not survive the
first inning as he gave up a three-run
homer to second baseman Kelly Eddlemon.
Bakersfield led by as much as 15-2
after five and-a-half innings of play.
"After three innings the game was
over," Sakata said. "We expected a better start from Kevin. It was just one of
those nights. He made a lot of bad pitches and (Bakersfield) hit them hard."
The loss tied the best-of-five playoff
series at one game apiece.
The Giants, a class-A minor league
affiliate of the San Francisco Giants,
captured Game No. 1 on Saturday winning 3-2.
Game No. 3 was played on Monday
night with Game No. 4 kicking off at

"After three innings the game was
over ... (Kevin Vent) made a lot of
bad pitches and (Bakersfield) hit
them hard."
- Lenn Sakata, San Jose Giants Manager

7:15 p.m. today.
If necessary, a fifth game will be
played at 7 p.m. on Wednesday at
Municipal Stadium.
"Game No. 1 could have gone either
way," Castillo said. "We came out
aggressive this game. We wanted to get
back into the groove and play the way
we’re used too. The momentum is in our
favor now."
Relieved to be back in the series,
Bakersfield manager Charlie Montoyo
was excited to have the series turn to
his club’s ballpark.
"This is the way this club is," Montoyo said. "You never expect your guys
to come out swinging like they did but
they did an excellent job. (The victory)
puts us on an even keel. Tonight is over,
time to think about (Monday)."
Bakersfield starter Enger Veras gave
up two unearned runs and struck out
five batters in his five innings of work.
Down 15-2 in the sixth, the Giants
mounted a minor rally with six runs as
Angel Chavez, Jhonny Carvajal, Jake
Messner and Jeff Allen all had run-scoring base hits to pull the score to 15-8.
Chavez, 3-for-4 on the night with four

runs batted in, added a solo home run in
the seventh.
However, Chavez said his efforts
paled in comparison to Bakersfield’s
night.
"I’ve never seen anything like that
(Bakersfield’s first inning)," said
Chavez, the Giants third baseman. "It’s
still the same game when we go into
Bakersfield, nothing changes. We just
work a little harder now."
This season, San Jose captured the
Northern Division regular season title.
The 77 wins helped the Giants to a
first round bye.
Bakersfield, a Tampa Bay Devil Rays
affiliate, reached the division playoffs
with a 2-1 wild card series victory
against the Mudville Nine of Stockton.
Jeff Allen of the San Jose Giants is
thrown out at second base during a
routine double play.
The Giants lost to the Bakersfield
Blaze 17-9 on Sunday.
Ben I lebenberg / Daily Staff

Second soccer overtime isn’t kind
to SJSU; Cal Poly wins game 2-1
DAILY STAI I

Playing its second overtime
match in two days, the San Jose
State University women’s soccer
team lost to Cal Poly 2-1 Sunday
in San Luis Obispo.
Cal Poly won the game when
Megan Schlegel scored 2:34 into
the extra period.
With the loss, the Spartans’
record dropped to 1-2.
SJSU’s lone goal came when
Jeane Sunseri scored on Cal Poly
goalie Greta Shirdon early in the
game.
The Mustangs tied the game
before the end of the first half,
when Cal Poly’s Katie Bowe
pounced on a rebound and kicked
the ball past Spartan goalie
Aneemarie Hennes.
Cal Poly outshot SJSU 24-9.
The Spartans are scheduled to
continue their road trip with
games against Long Beach State

SPARTAN Round Up
University, UC Irvine and Sacramento State University. The
Spartans then return for a Sept.
20 home game against UC Santa
Barbara.

A Noble record is set
Women’s volleyball went 3-1 in
last weekend’s San Diego Invitational, starting off with a loss to
No. 14 Minnesota on Friday.
In the loss, sophomore outside
hitter Kimberly Noble served
nine service aces to set a new
SJSU school record for aces in a
match.
Noble broke a record held by
Shane Donnellon that was set
against Saint Mary’s on Nov. 8,
1994. Donnellon had eight aces in

that match.
After losing the initial match,
SJSU would go on a tear, beating
San Diego, Seton Hall University
and Brown University all by
scores of 3-0. The Spartans got 11
kills from both Noble and
Stephanie Pascucci Friday night
against San Diego.
On Saturday, the Spartans
beat Seton Hall by scores of 3019, 30-13 and 30-17. Senior outside hitter Brianna Blair had 21
kills and seven digs in the match.
In SJSU’s final match, Noble
had 15 kills and six blocks to help
the Spartans over Brown, 30-17,
30-28, 30-21.
The three wins gave SJSU a
record of 6-2 on the season.

Jordan to announce decision within 10 days
CHICAGO (AP) Michael the Washington
Wizards. He is
Jordan all but confirmed Monday president of basketball operations
he would return to play in the for the team and a part owner,
NBA and said the world will know meaning he has to divest his ownfor sure within 10 days.
ership under NBA rules before
In a 30-minute conversation returning to the court.
with The Associated Press and
Jordan has tested himself and
reporters for the Chicago Sun- his game repeatedly in scrimTimes and cnnsi.com, Jordan said mages against top-caliber NBA
the news conference to announce players, with league referees offihis decision would be held in ciating. The only question remainWashington, D.C., by the middle ing is whether the tendinitis in
of next week,
his right knee would limit his
Asked whether he was defi- effectiveness.
nitely coming back, Jordan smiled
Jordan, however, said the knee
slyly. A moment later, he looked was sound. If it remains that way
up and said, "I’m doing it for the over the next few days, he said,
love of the game. Nothing else. For "I’ll be ready to go."
the love of the game."
This would be the second comeJordan, who led the Chicago back for the 38-year-old Jordan.
Bulls to six championships, has
He stunned the basketball
worked out all summer preparing world by retiring in October 1993,
for the expected comeback with saying he had nothing left to

prove in basketball and wanted to
give baseball a try. He played a
season of Double-A ball for the
Chicago White Sox team in Birmingham, Ala., but returned to the
Bulls in March 1995.
In the half-hour conversation
on a curb outside his restaurant,
Jordan dropped the conditional
tense for the first time since
acknowledging in April that he
was serious about coming back.
"I want to play for years," he
said
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Everyone Welcome!
1 hour instruction followed by open dancing
Only $2 per lesson

e

1

9/11

East Coast Swing !

9/18

Cha Cha

9/25

Tango

will get in for the price of I Coupon expires 9/25/01 For more
’information on SJSU’s Ballroom Dance Club call 924-SPIN.
a.
.

Please contact sports editor Don Perez at (408) 924-3281 or via
email at SDaily@jmc.sjsu.edu.

SpartanBookstore

Clearance Sale

25-50% OM
selected items in our
Gifts & Clothing Department.

2 Dap Ontek.
9:00Am - 3:00pm

I)

"ninnot-‘

2 for the price of 1 1:
’Present this coupon at any of the above lessons and you and a friend

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

Tuesday & Wednesday
Sept. 11 - 12

Come Dance!
Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30pm In SPX 89

Attention Students:
The Spartan Daily is looking for San Jose State University students
who frequent Bay Meadows Racetrack on Friday $1 nights.

nit,11OV MA’

5275
BORROW

TEST
Preparation Services
I-1081985-7578
Ext.()

(8010426-2769

In Front of Spartan Bookstore.
Limited to Quantities on Hand.
SpartanBookstore
A

Division

San

I.c

of

Spartan

Slate

Shops
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sparlonshope

corn

